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EXT. WILDLIFE PARK, PICNIC AREA - DAY

It’s one of those cold dry Autumn days and OLIVER (30, 
hastily dressed, smoking like a chimney) is pacing next to a 
wooden picnic table. 

He is approached by a very exacerbated SARAH (28, skirt-suit) 
and a very calm DONALD (33, Sensible sweater)

SARAH
This had better be good, Oliver. I 
missing a lunch with-

DONALD
-Sarah. Hey Ollie, haven’t seen you 
in ages. How are you?

OLIVER
Donald, Sarah, thanks so much for 
coming. I made sandwiches and 
there’s tea in the flask.

DONALD
Tea would be great, thanks brother.

Oliver motions for them to sit down as he pours some teas. 
They all sit down. Oliver takes a breath.

OLIVER
Okay... I’ve found mum.

SARAH
Oh for God’s sake, I’m leaving.

DONALD
Wait. Is that what this is about, 
you’ve been seeing mum?

OLIVER
Kind of.

DONALD
Right. You know we love you, 
Oliver, now you have to be honest 
with us. Are you taking drugs 
again?

OLIVER
What? No! Two years clean.

SARAH
If you want to trust him again, 
Donald, that’s your decision, but I 
have a wedding to plan.

OLIVER
Oh you’re marrying Mark? 
Congratulations! 

(MORE)



I don’t know the specifics of the 
rules but maybe mum could come?

Donald leans over to Oliver. A natural warmness towards his 
little brother.

DONALD
So you’ve been seeing Mum. Now you 
remember that...

OLIVER
She’s dead, yes, I’m not crazy.

SARAH
Hah!

OLIVER
Look, I started working here as a 
gardener about a month ago. 
Normally I would stay down on the 
lawns by the antelope but Stuart 
called in sick so I had to mow up 
by the gorillas and it was there 
that I met her.

DONALD
You mean, mum?

OLIVER
Yes... She’s come back as a 
gorilla.

SARAH
Okay. Enough. I love you Oliver but-

OLIVER
-Please, just meet her. Look into 
her eyes.

DONALD
Look Sarah, we’ve come all this 
way, we’ve paid to get in, how 
often do we get to see a gorilla?

EXT. WILDLIFE PARK, GORILLA ENCLOSURE

Oliver, Donald and Sarah stand looking at the few gorillas, 
eating their lunch. Oliver points at a small female gorilla. 
The gorilla in question looks over to them with her sad, 
watery brown eyes.

DONALD
Huh.

Sarah can’t control herself and starts crying. Donald places 
his hand on Oliver’s shoulder and smiles at his little 
brother.
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OLIVER (CONT'D)


